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By Natalie Pomilio
The Associated Press

A knotty exhibit being created for Pope
Francis’ upcoming trip to Philadelphia will
honor the pontiff’s teach-
ings by letting visitors
acknowledge the challenges
in their daily lives.
The installation, to be

built in the shape of a
grotto next to the city’s
Roman Catholic cathedral,
is inspired by a painting
called “Mary, Undoer of
Knots” that holds special meaning for the
pope.
People will be invited to write down their

own problems on providedmaterial, most
likely ribbon, and tie them to the grotto,
leaving them behind. They’ll also be encour-
aged to help others by loosening and remov-
ing a knot already in place.
“It’s a grotto made of struggles, where

people can come and leave their problems
and perhaps carry someone’s load for a little
bit,” said artist Meg Saligman. “This is just
the beginning. ... We keep playing with it.”

Saligman is unsure what shape the
grotto will take or what material she will
use to construct it. But she hopes to gather
hundreds of thousands of knots before the
September papal visit by holding workshops
throughout the city and allowing others
to send in their problems via the website
mercyandjustice.org.
Some knots already collected address

specific issues, like “I pray for the strength
to survive these medical issues.” Others are
more general, like “I have trouble finding
balance, peace in my life.” One writer asks
that the pope pray for Betty Boop, a dog.
Francis first encountered the 18th-century

painting “Mary, Undoer of Knots” as a young
man. The piece showsMary surrounded by
angels and trying to loosen one of the knots
along a ribbon that stretches to the ground.
In 1998, when Francis was named arch-

bishop of Buenos Aires, he encouraged
people to pray to Mary.
“I entrust into your hands the ribbon of

my life,” the prayer says. “In your hands,
there is no knot that cannot be undone.”
The pope’s first U.S. tour was spurred

by Philadelphia hosting the 2015World

Meeting of Families on Sept. 22-25, a trienni-
al event organized by the Pontifical Council
for Families.
Francis is scheduled to speak at one of

the meeting’s closing events Sept. 26
and lead a public Mass in front of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art the next day.
Event planners expect more than amillion
people to gather along Benjamin Franklin
Parkway, a main thoroughfare, to take part
in that service.
Before Philadelphia, Francis will visit the

White House, address Congress and speak
at the United Nations in New York.
The grotto installation is being financed

by the nonprofit homeless advocacy group
Project Home. Sister Mary Scullion, the
organization’s founder and chair of the
WorldMeeting’s Hunger and Homelessness
Committee, said the project will serve as a
reminder that everyone has struggles, even
if they can’t be seen.
“We’re hoping that people aremoved to

acknowledge a higher power and to also
acknowledge the powerwithin ourselves to
act,” Scullion said. “We needGod’s grace to
untie the knots, butwe also need each other.”

Artist Meg Saligman talks about a mock-up of an art installation at her studio in Philadelphia. The installation is planned to be in the shape
of a latticed grotto and will greet Pope Francis and millions of others when they travel to Philadelphia this fall. Visitors will be invited to leave
their own problems behind in the form of knots affixed to its walls or help others by loosening and removing a knot already in place. (AP)

Knotty exhibit planned for Pope Francis symbolizes life’s challenges

“WeneedGod’sgrace tountie theknots, butwealsoneedeachother.”
SISTER MARY SCULLION, FOUNDER OF HOMELESS ADVOCACY GROUP PROJECT HOME

By Douglas Kindschi
Director of the Kaufman Interfaith
Institute, GVSU

Last week, Kelly James
Clark discussed how the
different faiths can come

together to explore topics like
science and religion, and thereby
receive new insights while
engaging in mutual interfaith
understanding.
For decades, I have been

involved in science and religion
dialogue and findmany similari-
ties to our interfaith dialogue.
Some people insist science

and religion are incompatible
and pursuing one necessarily
involves rejecting the other.
Loud voices, such as Richard

Dawkins, a biologist and out-
spoken atheist, see no possible
peace between these two ways of
knowing.
Unfortunately, there are

religious voices that also say
when science discovers some-
thing that appears to conflict
with religious teachings, then the

science must be rejected.
This conflict position some-

times is described as the warfare
between science and religion.

We recognize,
however, that
this is just a
metaphor. No
one expects
chemists to pick
up guns and
attack Congrega-
tionalists or
physicists to
engage in battle

with Presbyterians.
On the contrary, those of us

who have been involved in sci-
ence and religion dialogue find
much benefit in looking at the
ways in which these two ways of
knowing can bemutually ben-
eficial.
Just because the two pursuits

ask different questions does
not mean they cannot engage in
fruitful dialogue and learn from
each other.
In fact, the various disciplines

of science themselves ask differ-
ent questions and yet often learn
from each other.
In a similar way, there are

those who would insist religions
are necessarily in a conflict with
each other and there can be no
fruitful conversation between
them.
Believing one requires rejec-

tion of the other.
Unfortunately, the warfare

term here might not be ameta-
phor when some extremists feel
it a religious duty to enforce their
position through violent means.
There is no question about the

potential harm that can come
from religion, especially when
some believe all religions can be
put in one of two categories: my
religion and all of the other, false
religions.
On the other hand, to say all

religions are essentially the same
can also be dangerous.
Professor Stephen Prothero,

from Boston University, points to
some convergence among reli-

gions when it comes to certain
ethical issues like love and ser-
vice, but shows how they diverge
on doctrine, ritual, mythology,
experience and law.
His book, “God is Not One: The

Eight Rival Religions That Run
theWorld -— andWhy Their
Differences Matter,” argues each
religion asks different ques-
tions and to ignore that reality is
“dangerous, disrespectful, and
untrue.”
The various sciences,

likewise, ask different ques-
tions: Physics is interested in the
fundamental concepts of matter,
energy, force andmotion; biology
is concerned with life and living
organisms; psychology seeks to
understandmind and behavior;
formal sciences like logic and
mathematics look at the process-
es and conclusions from formal
reasoning.
Prothero suggests a similar

distinction among religions and
the questions they ask: Judaism
is primarily concerned with how

one should live; Christianity
seeks salvation from the results
of sin; Islam teaches submission
as the response to an omnipotent
God.
The sciences benefit from their

various pursuits by asking differ-
ent questions and developing dif-
ferent approaches, and yet they
learn from each other.
Perhaps religions can affirm

their own insights while at the
same time learning from the
questions and practices of other
faith traditions.
If these comparisons between

the various sciences and the rela-
tionship to religion are of inter-
est, then consider joining us for
the Grand Dialogue in Science
and Religion Annual Conference
on June 13.
Our special guests will be a

team of Islamic scholars from
Turkey. For more informa-
tion and free registration go to
GrandDialogue.org

Email: interfaith@gvsu.edu.
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Religious freedom
added to Senate’s
trade bill objectives

The U.S. Senate has voted
unanimously to require negoti-
ators to take religious freedom
into account in any country
taking part in trade talks.
The amendment, spon-

sored by Sen. Jim Lankford,
R-Okla., was added to objec-
tives outlined in major trade
legislation sought by President
Barack Obama. The Oklahoma
Republican said the United
States should “lead with our
values and not sell out for a
dollar the people who have
been in bondage as a prisoner
of conscience for years.”
The trade bill sets param-

eters under which the admin-
istration could negotiate trade
deals that Congress could
then approve or reject, but not
change. Obama is seeking the
“fast-track” authority to com-
plete a Trans-Pacific trade deal
with 11 other countries along
the Pacific rim.
Lankford’s office says if

the trade bill becomes law, it
would be the first time reli-
gious freedom considerations
are a requisite for trade talks
with other countries.

DUBLIN, IRELAND

Belfast baker guilty
of discrimination
A Christian-owned bakery

in Northern Ireland has been
found guilty of discrimination
for refusing to make a cake
bearing the slogan “Support
GayMarriage.”
Belfast Judge Isobel Brownlie

ruled the bakery’s cancellation
of the orderwas “direct dis-
crimination forwhich there can
be no justification.”
She said the bakery was a

business, not a religious orga-
nization, and therefore, had no
legal basis to reject an order
based on a customer’s sexual
orientation or beliefs.
The judge ordered Ashers

Bakery to pay Gareth Lee the
equivalent of $775 and legal
costs, which have run into the
tens of thousands.

DELMONT, SOUTH DAKOTA

Churchmembers
save cornerstone
Members of a South Dakota

church that was destroyed by
a tornado earlier this month
have removed the century-old
building’s cornerstone, which
they hope to incorporate in a
new church building.
The Zion Lutheran Church

was among 84 structures
in and around Delmont that
were damaged or destroyed by
theMay 10 tornado that also
injured nine people.
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